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ABSTRACT

Understanding the origin of above-threshold photons emitted from electrically driven tunnel junctions (�hω . eVb with Vb being the
applied voltage bias) is of current interest in nano-optics and holds great promise to create novel on-chip optoelectronic and energy conver-
sion technologies. Here, we report experimental observation and theoretical analysis of above-threshold light emission from electromigrated
Au tunnel junctions. We compare our proposed hot-carrier enhanced light emission theory with existing models, including blackbody
thermal radiation, multi-electron interactions, and an interpretation involving finite temperature effects. Our study highlights the key role of
plasmon-induced hot carrier dynamics in emitting above-threshold photons and the need to further explore the underlying mechanisms
and optimization of upconversion effects in plasmonically active nanostructures.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0024392

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of plasmon-enhanced light emission in electrically
driven tunnel junctions is an ongoing research topic at the interface
of nano-optics and nano-electronics. Nanometer-scale tunneling
junctions provide an ideal experimental platform to test the
physical behavior of plasmonic excitations and associated hot-
carrier dynamics at the extreme nanoscale,1–6 extending the current
experimental capabilities in probing electronic, thermal, and
mechanical properties at the fundamental limit of nanodevices and
nanojunctions.7–13 Light emission from tunnel junctions14 has long
been connected to localized surface plasmons (LSPs) confined in
the tunneling gap. LSPs can be excited by inelastically tunneling
electrons and subsequently decay radiatively into far field light
emission, which features photon energies below the energy scale of
individual tunneling electrons (i.e., below-threshold light emission
with �hω � eVb).

4,14–20 Such emission can also be realized via

propagating surface plasmons in resonant antenna structures.21–23

Much effort has been devoted over the past decade to improve the
electricity-to-light energy conversion efficiency (i.e., photon yield)
by optimizing the plasmonic properties of tunnel junctions and
associated plasmonic nanostructures.16,18,24–26

In contrast to the study of below-threshold light emission,
recent experimental observations of above-threshold light
emission27–38 (�hω . eVb with even 2 eVb or 3 eVb of photon
emission observed), in both STM and nanofabricated planar tunnel
junctions, have triggered great interest. The underlying physics
remains an open question, while the energetic upconverted photons
could be potentially leveraged in numerous applications such as
on-chip subwavelength photon sources,21,39 photochemistry,40–42

plasmon-enhanced surface spectroscopy,43–45 and sensing.46–48

A number of competing theoretical models have been put
forward to understand the origin of above-threshold light emission.
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During the inelastic single electron tunneling process, an initial
state electron located at the band edge [eVb away from EF,
Fig. 1(a)] can gain an excess energy by the thermal broadening of
the Fermi-Dirac distribution at a finite lattice temperature, creating
a photon with an energy higher than eVb by a few kBT (∼26 meV
at room temperature).38 By contrast, higher-order coherent multi-
electron interactions, either mediated by a plasmon excitation36 or
via an Auger-like process followed by hot hole cascades,49 are also
expected to play a role in facilitating energy upconversion of tun-
neling electrons, leading to photon emission with significantly
higher energies extending to 2eVb and above, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

Rather than the coherent interactions of multiple tunneling
electrons, another incoherent “many-electron” interaction mecha-
nism to explain the observed above-threshold light emission is
based on spontaneous blackbody thermal radiation of the hot elec-
tron gas.28,29,35 As illustrated in Fig. 1(c), tunneling electrons can
reach a steady-state Boltzmann-like distribution with an effective
temperature above 1000–2000 K due to the energy redistribution
rate within the electronic system via electron–electron scattering
enormously surpassing the cooling rate through electron–phonon
scattering. If such quasi-thermalization can take place, at such a
high non-equilibrium effective electronic temperature, the broad-
band spontaneous thermal radiation of the hot electron subsystem
naturally leads to the emission of above-threshold photons, with an
emission spectrum modified from the free-space Planck form by
the plasmon-enhanced local photonic density of states of the
nanostructure.

Recently, we proposed a new above-threshold light emission
model based on plasmon-induced hot-carrier generation and

recombination.30 It is known that hot carriers are generated via
Landau damping of surface plasmons,5 and that those LSPs can
be excited by both electronic and optical means. As shown in
Fig. 1(d), LSPs are electrically excited by nearly continuously arriv-
ing inelastic tunneling electrons (time interval between consecutive
tunneling events ∼e/I = 0.16 ps at 10 μA). These LSPs decay non-
radiatively into hot electron–hole pairs and through electron–
electron scattering form a steady-state distribution as the generation
rate of hot carriers outpaces the decay rate. Broadband light emis-
sion including above-threshold photons is then produced as a con-
sequence of recombination of hot electrons and hot holes enhanced
by the LSP-modified density of states for photons. A major differ-
ence between this hot-carrier based model and the blackbody radi-
ation model is the role of LSPs in the generation of the hot carriers.
While the emission spectrum in both theories reflects the local
density of states of plasmonic excitations, LSPs are key to further
enhancing light emission in the hot-carrier model via mediating
hot-carrier dynamics and introducing a dramatically different
voltage dependence of light emission, which we will discuss in
detail below.

In this work, we report experimental measurements of above-
threshold light emission in electromigrated planar Au tunnel junc-
tions and compare the data with expectations of the various models
described above. Our modified normalization analysis approach
based on the blackbody radiation model further validates the
plasmon-induced hot-carrier picture of the observed above-
threshold light emission. By comparing our results with other theo-
retical models, our study emphasizes the contribution of hot-carrier
dynamics in plasmonic upconversion light emission. We also

FIG. 1. Schematics of different candidate light emission
mechanisms. (a) During the inelastic tunneling process,
an electron can gain excess energy due to the thermal
smearing of the Fermi-Dirac distribution, creating a higher
energy LSP that results in the above-threshold light emis-
sion. (b) Multiple electrons collaboratively tunnel coher-
ently through the junction via a higher order process,
scattering off a high energy LSP which subsequently gen-
erates the above-threshold light emission. (c) Heat dissi-
pation after inelastic electron tunneling facilitates the
formation of the hot electron subsystem, which decouples
from the lattice. Above-threshold light emission then
comes from the spontaneous blackbody thermal radiation
of the electrons. (d) Electrically excited LSPs nonradia-
tively decay into hot electron–hole pairs. Radiative recom-
bination of hot electrons and holes, which are sustained
in a steady-state distribution, leads to the above-threshold
light emission.
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discuss further experimental and theoretical research directions on
this topic.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A home-built Raman spectroscopy setup is employed to
perform the light emission measurements, as described in detail in
our previous work.30 Arrays of Au nanowires with different aspect
ratios (600 nm or 60 nm long, 100 nm wide, 18 nm thick) are fabri-
cated on the SiO2/Si wafer using e-beam lithography and evapora-
tion, with an ultrathin adhesion layer of Cr (1 nm). Samples are
thoroughly cleaned using multiple cycles of oxygen plasma to mini-
mize contamination during the preparation process before mount-
ing into the high vacuum cryostat (�5� 10�9 Torr and 5 K).
Emitted photons from the biased tunnel junction were collected
through free space optics and directed into a Si CCD spectrometer.

To create a stable tunneling gap under various biases, we
apply an electromigration protocol50 to break the Au nanowire.
In brief, multiple voltage scanning loops are slowly applied into
nanowires to introduce the electromigration process. Each loop is
ended at a stop bias signaled by a small conductance drop to a
preset value. An atomic-scale tunneling gap is formed once the
zero-bias conductance of the nanowire jumps below the quantum
conductance (G0 ¼ 2e2/h). Subsequent optical emission measure-
ments are conducted at the voltage biases that are below the highest

electromigration value and at cryogenic temperatures, to discourage
further enlarging of the nanogap.

Polarization and spectral characteristics of the emitted
photons can be obtained from spectroscopic measurements by inte-
grating a polarizer into the Raman setup. As can be seen in Fig. 2,
representative polarization-spectral contour plots of light emission
ranging from 1.2 eV-2.2 eV reveal delicate mode structures of
the LSP resonances modulating the total spectral properties
[Figs. 2(a) and 2(d) are for 600 nm and 60 nm long nanowires,
respectively]. Specifically, 0° and 90° polarization spectra were
extracted from the contour plots and plotted separately in
Figs. 2(b) and 2(e). It can be seen that while the emission peak at
around 1.3 eV is shown in both cases (long and short nanowires),
the 1.7 eV peak is only imprinted at 90° for the 600 nm long nano-
wire. This is a consequence of the hybridization of the transverse
plasmon mode from the nanowire and the dipolar tip mode from
the atomic-scale tunneling gap.51,52 In Fig. 2(b) for the 0-degree
polarization, there is a small peak at 1.9 eV not seen in the 60-nm
Au/Cr junctions. We believe there are multiple possible explana-
tions for the small peak at 1.9 eV for 0-polarization: one is the
charge transfer plasmon existing in electrically coupled plasmonic
nanostructures; another is a higher order plasmonic mode.
Given the complex and large device-to-device variations in the
atomic structure of the tunnel junction after electromigration, it is
possible that the 60 nm device we measured may not exhibit such a

FIG. 2. Spectral and polarization-dependent light emission measurements of tunnel junction devices with different nanowire aspect ratios. (a) and (d) Polar contour plot of
the polarization-dependent light emission for the Au/Cr tunnel junction with 600-nm-long nanowire (0:27G0 zero-bias conductance, top) and with 60-nm-long nanowire
(0:19G0 zero-bias conductance, bottom), respectively. The radial coordinate is the photon energy, while zero-degree polarization is defined as lying along the nanowire
dirction. (b) and (e) Extracted 0° (along the nanowire) and 90° (perpendicular to the nanowire) polarization spectra in (a) and (d). (c) and (f ) Polarization-free emission
spectra obtained from the summation of 0° and 90° spectra at different biases in (b) and (e).
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peak, or the relative weak plasmonic resonance is strongly
attenuated in this device compared to the one in Fig. 2(b).
Polarization-free emission spectra in Figs. 2(c) and 2(f ) from the
summation of respective 0° and 90° spectra exhibit a photon flux
gain when increasing the voltage. The nontrivial polarization fea-
tures and their device-to-device variation demonstrate that engi-
neering the LSP resonances by different nanostructure geometries
greatly influence the emission spectral shape of the voltage-tunable
nanoscale light source.

In conducting the light emission experiments, we also
perform multiple-step electromigration on individual tunnel junc-
tions to study the effects of minor geometric changes. Specifically,
the tunneling gap is further enlarged by a second electromigration
step via applying a higher voltage bias into the nanowire. It can be
seen that an enlarged gap features much smaller zero-bias conduc-
tance (typically by an order of magnitude), as shown in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b). After the second electromigration, higher biases for the
optical spectroscopic measurements are preferable due to the
smaller tunneling current at a given bias, resulting in a considerable
drop in photon intensity. For example, the peak emission intensity
under similar voltage [1.4 eV in Fig. 3(a) and 1.6 eV in Fig. 3(b),
respectively] for the same junction before and after the second elec-
tromigration exhibits a nearly 20 times amplitude decrease, while
the current only drops by a factor of 6, suggesting a nonlinear
behavior in the photon output. Furthermore, the same junction
after the second electromigration shows a significant spectral shape
variance, indicating that the modification of LSP resonance which
varies with the gap distance53,54 greatly affects the light emission.

Here, we note that all measurements for the Au/Cr junction
presented here exhibit a smooth onset of emitted photons as a
function of frequency, whereas in our previous work30 the Au/Cr

junction (after the multi-step electromigration procedure) shows a
sharp bias dependent onset of excitation frequency (cut-off fre-
quency at �hω ¼ eVb). To clarify, this distinction results from the
magnitude of the tunneling current in the junction. If tunneling
current is high enough, meaning the electrical conductance is also
high, the hot carrier generation rate (proportional to the current) is
higher than its relaxation rate, and a steady-state energy distribu-
tion of hot carriers can then be formed, with above-threshold
photons consequently generated through radiative recombination
of hot carriers. In contrast, if the tunneling current is very small,
no steady-state hot carrier distribution can be formed because the
tunneling rate of electrons is insufficient to sustain that. Light emis-
sion in this latter case will be limited to the radiative decay of LSP
modes excited by single-electron inelastic tunneling processes, and
hence have a cutoff.

III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON WITH
EXISTING MODELS

A. Normalization analysis and hot-carrier light
emission model

As shown in Fig. 3, we have found that spectra from the same
junction configuration exhibit similar shapes under different biases,
suggesting a voltage-independent LSP resonance-based multiplica-
tion factor is embedded in all spectra. Inspired by this observation
and a previous semi-logarithmic intensity analysis,35 we removed
the multiplication factor by applying a normalization approach
(i.e., dividing a reference spectrum under arbitrary bias). Such nor-
malization is valid based on the hot electron thermal emission
model with the density of states modified by the LSP modes,35

where normalization can effectively remove the frequency

FIG. 3. Spectral measurements after two-step controlled electromigration. (a) Measured spectral light emission intensity after first electromigration with 0:31G0 zero-bias
conductance from 1.1 V to 1.4 V. (b) Measured spectral light emission intensity after second electromigration with 0:02G0 zero-bias conductance from 1.6 V to 1.9 V. Insets
in (a) and (b) show the corresponding electrical transport measurement after each electromigration.
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dependent plasmon-modified density of states, leaving the
Boltzmann factor only. We chose the spectrum measured under the
highest voltage as the reference to normalize all other spectra
measured at different voltage biases. As can be seen in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b) [normalized spectra for the curves in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b),
respectively], the reduced spectrum, when plotted on the logarith-
mic scale, clearly demonstrates an excellent linear dependence with
photon energy.

The linear dependence with the energy on a logarithmic scale
is reminiscent of the Boltzmann energy distribution (e��hω/kBTeff ) in
statistical physics, where Teff is the effective hot-carrier temperature
of the physical system. Here, we define an effective temperature via
a Boltzmann factor to describe the voltage dependent behavior in
the normalized curves,

UNorm(Vb, ω)/ e
� �hω

kBTeff , (1)

FIG. 4. Testing a purely hot electron gas model via normalization analysis and α extraction of the measured data in Fig. 2. (a) Normalized curve after dividing the 1.6 V
reference for the first electromigration in Fig. 2(a). Effective hot-carrier temperature of each curve is extracted by linear fitting, same for (b). (b) Normalized curve after divid-
ing the 2:0 V reference for the second electromigration in Fig. 2(b). (c) α extraction for data in (a) and (b) by linear fitting the summed photon intensity vs reciprocal of the
square root of electrical power on a logarithmic scale. Values shown in the figure have already been divided with the respective photon energy. (d) Calculated effective tem-
perature using extracted α for (a) and (b), with an additional line corresponding to a third electromigration. The inset shows the α values after each electromigration. Note
that in the proposed hot electron gas picture, α is supposed to be dependent only on the material and is not expected to vary.
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where the UNorm(Vb, ω) is the normalized spectrum as a function
of bias Vb and photon frequency ω, and kB is Boltzmann constant.
The slope K of each linear normalization curve in Fig. 4 then has
the form

K ¼ � 1
kBTi

eff

� 1

kBT
ref
eff

0
@

1
A, (2)

where Ti
eff is the effective temperature for the current curve and

Tref
eff is for the reference curve.

Here, it is to be noted that proper caution is needed to define
an effective temperature of any driven, non-equilibrium system.55

Our toy model (as described in detail in our previous work30) is
based on a recently developed, full quantum mechanical jellium
model to understand hot carrier relaxation dynamics in metallic
nanoparticles.56 It describes that the non-equilibrium hot carriers
excited via non-radiative decay of LSPs form a steady-state
distribution that is sustained during continuous excitation of LSPs
and hot-carrier generation. The linear voltage dependence of the
effective hot-carrier temperature can be well explained by the
plasmon-induced hot carrier relaxation model.56 Hot carriers in
the steady state distribution are generated via electrically driven
LSPs whose energy scale are set by the bias (EF + eVb where EF is
the Fermi level).56 Subsequent hot carrier dynamics then enable
the derivation of the effective hot-carrier temperature as a function
of the electrical bias and a material-dependent factor which is
deeply connected to the carrier mean lifetime of the metallic mate-
rial according to the model. This inference is consistent with the
observed positive correlation relationship between the fitted T–V
slope and material plasmonic properties.30 The radiative recombi-
nation of the hot carriers then leads to the substantial above-
threshold light emission, with LSP resonances imprinted as a
common multiplication factor particular to each device. Total spec-
tral density for the light emission is thus given by

U(Vb, ω)/ Iaρ(ω)�hωe�
�hω

β eVb , (3)

where I is the tunneling current, Vb is the bias, a is a power factor
which is always larger than 1 from measurements,30 indicating the
nonlinear behavior in the above-threshold light emission, ρ(ω)
gives the local photon density of states which is deeply connected
to the LSP resonances, and β is a factor which decreases as the
material becomes plasmonically lossy.

B. Spontaneous blackbody thermal radiation model

Comparison of the normalization results under different gap
distances produced from multi-step electromigration can provide
important insights into whether the dissipative heating or the
plasmon-induced nonradiative decay is the dominant mechanism
in forming the hot carriers. Here, we note that by “dissipative
heating” we are specifically discussing about Joule heating gener-
ated by the input electrical power. In the former Joule
heating-induced hot electron picture, the redistribution of the
energy among carriers results in an increase of their effective elec-
tronic temperature Teff that thermally decouples from the lattice

degrees of freedom. This Teff , when including the energy dissipa-
tion via surface collisions within the nano-constriction, is expected
to be proportional to the square root of the injected electrical
power in the high temperature limit,28,29,35

kBTeff ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αPe þ (kBTL)

2
q

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αPe

p
, (4)

where Pe is the dissipated electrical power (i.e., IVb), TL is the
lattice temperature that will be slightly increased due to Joule dissi-
pation but is much smaller than the effective temperature of hot
electron gas, α is a factor that determined by the nanowire geome-
try and the material only,35

α ¼ 4kB

L
3
2mπ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2b

EF
M�h3

r , (5)

where L is the mean-free path for electrons to collide with the
surface, EF is the Fermi energy, m and M are, respectively, the mass
of electrons and atoms, and b is the electronic heat conductivity
coefficient. It can be directly inferred from the derivation that α
will not depend on the gap distance, making the aforementioned
multi-step electromigration method an effective way in discerning
the hot carrier origin.

To show this, we employed a linear fitting analysis similar to
prior efforts28,35 to analyze the data in Fig. 2 to extract α. As can be
seen in Fig. 4(c), we integrated the photon intensity at two peak
positions (1.3 eV and 1.6 eV) and plotted them on a logarithmic
scale vs the reciprocal of the square root of electrical power. The
slope of the linear fitting results for the data points then contains
α, which is given by35

ln(U(Vb, ω)) ¼ ln(ρ(ω)�hω)� �hωffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αPe

p : (6)

After fitting the data points and dividing the respective photon
energy in Eq. (6), the extracted α shows a nearly 3× difference
between the low and high conductance case, which is not compati-
ble with the dissipative heating model. We further calculate Teff

using Eq. (4) taking TL as 5 K (substrate temperature in our mea-
surement) and plotting Teff in Fig. 4(d) with an additional line cor-
responding to a third electromigration of the same junction. The
nearly 10× difference between the highest and the lowest α values
indicates that a similar range of the effective electronic temperature
(∼2000 K to 4000 K) is attainable even at the same electrical power.
Hence, these findings, combined with the lack of correlation
between Teff and

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
IVb

p
when averaged over an ensemble of junc-

tions of the same material, suggest that the plasmon-induced hot
carrier generation mechanism would dominate in a plasmonic
resonant nanostructure (as in the present experiments), while in
the non-resonant case, the spontaneous thermal emission is likely
to be the main mechanism for above-threshold light emission.29
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C. Coherent multi-electron interactions

Another normalization analysis approach (“second normaliza-
tion” in the following discussion) has also be introduced to test for
the coherent multielectron tunneling mechanism in the above-
threshold light emission.36 According to the coherent multielectron
theory,36,57–59 multiple electrons could collaboratively tunnel
through the barrier via a higher order process, scattering off a high
energy LSP (which can be modeled as a dampened LC circuit) and
subsequently leading to the above-threshold light emission. A large
tunneling current (I . 10 μA) is preferable to enable a reliable
detection of sufficient multielectron light emission with photon
energy extending to 2 eVb and above, since the quantum efficiency
of higher order processes is significant lower compared to the
single electron event.32 Such light emission can be phenomenologi-
cally described as the combination of two separable parts, with one
coming from the LSP contribution and another from the electron
dynamics. Compared to the hot carrier case, current fluctuation
(shot noise) spectral density57–59 is used to parameterize the elec-
tron dynamics instead of the steady state carrier distribution. The
total spectral intensity is hence a summation of contributions from
different orders of interaction between the current fluctuation and
plasmon resonance,36

U(Vb, ω) ¼ U1e(Vb, ω)þ U2e(Vb, ω)þ U3e(Vb, ω)þ � � � , (7)

where Une(Vb, ω) represents the nth order contribution from elec-
tron–plasmon interaction. Since higher order electron–plasmon
interaction probabilities decay rapidly with n, very high order
terms in Eq. (7) can be ignored. Expressions for 1e, 2e, and 3e
process are given by36

U1e(Vb, ω) ¼ R0~gρ(ω)~S(Vb, ω), (8)

U2e(Vb, ω) ¼ R0~g
2ρ(ω)

ðeVb

�hω�eVb

dερ(ε)~S(Vb, ε)~S(Vb, �hω� ε), (9)

U3e(Vb, ω) ¼ R0~g
3ρ(ω)

ðeVb

�hω�2eVb

dε
ðeVb

�hω�eVb�ε
dε0

� ρ(ε)~S(Vb, ε)~S(Vb, ε
0)ρ(ε0)~S(Vb, �hω� ε� ε0),

(10)

where R0 is a common factor, ~g is the coupling coefficient between
the current and the plasmon, ρ(ω) corresponds to the LSP reso-
nance, ~S(Vb, ω) ¼ S(Vb, ω)G where S(Vb, ω) is the shot noise spec-
trum through non-interacting conductance channels, and G is the
conductance of the junction.36 Due to the quantized nature of the
coherent multielectron process, after removing the part of LSP con-
tribution, a slope discontinuity, which is the signature of discretized
contribution from different orders of interaction, would occur at
each corresponding energy level (hν ¼ neVb).

36 Based on the above
equation and rigorous mathematical derivation,36 ρ(ω) can be
removed in every term in Eq. (7) by dividing by the reference curve
and multiplying the summation of different orders of current

fluctuation in Ref. 36,

NV (�hω) ¼ UV (Vb , ω)
UVR (VR, ω)

1� �hω
eVR

� �
, (11)

where UVb (Vb , ω) is the spectrum under bias Vb, and VR is the
voltage for the reference spectrum. One may notice that only the
first order shot noise factor60 in Eq. (7) (1� �hω/eVR) has been
involved into the normalized expression as the current fluctuation
term for the reference. Unlike the hot carrier mechanism, where the
simple Boltzmann distribution leads to the elegant linear behavior
after normalization, the more complicated electron–plasmon interac-
tion for second and third orders in Eqs. (9) and (10) inspires one to
use the noise spectral density, which is proportional to (1� �hω/eVR)
as the approximation for the reference curve. This approximation is
justified when the reference voltage is sufficiently higher than other
curves (ΔVb � 1V).36 Hence, when a sufficient higher reference
voltage has been satisfied, the presence of kinks at neVb after the
normalization defined in Eq. (11) is a strong indicator for the domi-
nance of the coherent multielectron mechanism.36

We then conducted controlled electromigration and measure-
ment on the same junction to examine the role of multielectron
interactions in above-threshold light emission from our studied Au
tunnel junctions. Since it is difficult to maintain the junction stabil-
ity at a same gap distance (same LSP resonance) across a large
range of bias (ΔVb � 1V), we used two spectra curves as references
to obtain reliable normalization results. One is obtained at a fixed
gap distance with the highest bias, and another one is measured
under a much higher bias than the previous one after enlarging the
gap by further electromigration. As shown in Fig. 5(a), complete
optical measurements from 1.5 V to 2.0 V are performed at one gap
distance (1st electromigration), followed by a slowly careful electro-
migration (2nd electromigration) to enlarge the tunneling gap and
measure the reference spectrum at 2.5 V. The normalized spectrum,
both for 2.0 V and 2.5 V references, exhibit a smooth crossover at
1 eVb on a logarithmic scale [Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)]. Further control
experiments conducted at various substrate temperatures (not
shown) continue to show no signature of kink-like features at the
photon energies corresponding to integer multiples of the bias
scale.30 Though finite lattice temperature effects can smear the
2 eVb kink, the abrupt transition should always remain sharp and
prominent at 1 eVb where we investigate.36 The lack of kinks at
integer multiples of the bias strongly suggests that the multielectron
mechanism is not likely to dominate over the hot carrier generated
above-threshold light emission in our experiments.

D. Finite temperature effects

We continue to test for finite temperature effects in the
observed above-threshold light emission. The well-established low
current, below-threshold light emission picture states that the
emitted photons originate from the contribution of LSP resonances
and the electronic shot noise in the tunnel junction due to a single
electron transport process,38,61

U(Vb, ω)/ ρ(ω)� e
2π

I(eVb � �hω)coth
eVb � �hω
2kBT

� �� �
, (12)
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where I is the tunneling current of the junction. When approaching
the zero temperature limit, this simplifies to the form in Eq. (13)
with a clear energy cutoff at �hω ¼ eVb,

38 which corresponds to the
below-threshold light emission,

U(Vb, ω)/ ρ(ω)� eVb

2πReff
1� �hω

eVb

� �
, (13)

where Reff is the junction resistance. At a modest lattice tempera-
ture (e.g., 100 K), the spectral density of the electrical noise rises to
a finite non-zero value at the cutoff threshold, as a result of
thermal smearing of the Fermi-Dirac distribution near the Fermi

energy. After coupling to the characteristic LSP energies, the gener-
ated far field light emission features a spectral tail extending
beyond eVb. To test for this mechanism, a scaling method which
removes the effect of current noise has been applied38 by normaliz-
ing the photon intensity with the numerically calculated current
noise spectra. Such normalization is justified given that above-
threshold light emission under this model can be expressed as a
direct multiplication between LSP modes and a current noise spec-
trum, hence by scaling the noise spectrum one can directly investi-
gate the fixed LSP modes for the same STM tip. As can be derived
from Eq. (12), all the scaled spectra below the threshold collapse
onto a single curve, indicating intrinsic the LSP contribution.

FIG. 5. Testing for coherent multielectron processes via the second normalization method. (a) Measured spectral light emission intensity from 1.5 V to 2.0 V at a same gap
distance (0:06G0 zero-bias conductance). The bold orange line is obtained after a further electromigration with 0:002G0 zero-bias conductance at 2.5 V. (b) Normalized
curves are plotted on the logarithmic scale after applying the second normalization method with 2.0 V selected as a reference. Colored arrows indicate corresponding
photon energies at �hω ¼ eV . The inset shows the normalized data plotted on the linear scale. (c) Same as (b) but with 2.5 V taken as a reference. The inset plotted the
current noise spectral density (1� �hω/eVr ) on the logarithmic scale with Vr ¼ 2:5 V. The lack of any pronounced kink at the indicated energies argues against the coher-
ent multielectron model in this case.

FIG. 6. Scaling analysis based on the finite lattice temperature above-threshold mechanism. (a) Measured spectral light emission intensity from 1.4 V to 1.7 V with 0:16G0
zero-bias conductance. The inset shows the corresponding electrical transport measurement for the junction. (b) Scaled spectra using the expected current noise spectral
density at 100 K as a reference, which is plotted in the inset. (c) Calculated total spectrum using a Lorentzian line shape LSP (upper inset) with a peak energy centered at
1.5 eV and noise spectrum biased at 1.7 V with a lattice temperature ranged from 50 K to 1500 K. Dotted red line marks the bias position. The bottom inset is a magnified
view for (c) near the 1.7 V bias. The fact that unphysically large equilibrium temperatures (for the current noise smearing) would be needed for this model to describe the
observed above-threshold emission strongly suggests that this is not the relevant mechanism at work in this device.
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Similarly, we performed the scaling analysis following previous
work38 on a representative measurement to identify whether this
finite temperature effect in current noise is the main above-
threshold emission mechanism (Fig. 6). Parameters used for the
calculation of the noise spectra at 100 K are the mean barrier
height of Au (�f ¼ 5:1 eV)38 and the tunnel gap distance
(d ¼ 0:20 nm obtained from the I � V curve fitting of the tunnel
junction using the Simmons model62). However, as can be seen
from Fig. 6(b), the scaled spectra exhibit significant deviations
below the threshold set by the voltage, indicated by a colored
dotted line. This suggests that simply assuming current fluctuations
at an elevated lattice temperature might be inconsistent with the
data. We proceed further to calculate the total light emission spec-
trum by assuming a Lorentzian shape LSP spectra with a peak
energy centered at 1.5 eV [Fig. 6(a)]. It can be seen in Fig. 6(d) that
significant amount of the above-threshold light emission compara-
ble to our experiment is only possible at an extremely high lattice
temperature (>1500 K). Such a dramatically high equilibrium tem-
perature (different from the non-equilibrium hot-carrier tempera-
ture discussed above) would inevitably result in the melting of the
nanostructure, inducing instability to the electromigrated tunneling
gap. However, in performing measurements, we continuously
monitor the tunneling current flowing across the junction and no
discernible change in the conductance or light emission character-
istics is observed. Therefore, these observations lead to the conclu-
sion that the thermal current fluctuations cannot be the dominant
mechanism for the above-threshold light emission for junctions
operating under a high current regime (I . 100 μA). By contrast,
other investigators have found that this mechanism dominates
the emission spectra of low zero-bias conductance junctions
(,�10�3 G0).

14,27

Here, we emphasize that three different normalization
methods have been applied to the light emission spectra through-
out the paper, with each method corresponding to a specific above-
threshold light emission model. All three methods are based on
rigorous mathematical derivation and all intend to investigate
either a voltage dependent or a junction geometry dependent term
only, while removing the unwanted terms. For the plasmon-
modified hot electron thermal emission and the coherent multi-
electron interaction model, the respective normalization eliminates
the posited device dependent LSP resonance, leaving only the elec-
tron dynamics term which reflects crucial information about the
microscopic process. In the finite temperature model, current noise
which corresponds to the electron dynamics in producing the
upconverted photons is scaled out at first, leaving (within that
model) the device dependent LSP modes under further analysis.
These methods offer an effective way in discerning the above-
threshold contribution for each mechanism.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Understanding the origin of above-threshold light emission in
plasmonic tunnel junctions is critical in testing a variety of theoretical
models and inspiring future work on engineering plasmonically active
nanostructures for potential novel applications. Our experimental
observations and theoretical analysis imply that plasmon-induced hot
carrier recombination may play a dominant role over other possible

candidates for the above-threshold light emission of a planar on-chip
junction operating in a high current regime (∼10 s to 100 s of μA
under modest voltage bias). However, there are still outstanding
challenges, overcoming which is key to bringing a complete picture to
the plasmonic light emission phenomenon. Beyond existing simple
analytical models, addressing the extreme scale light–matter interac-
tions via rigorous quantitative first-principles calculation is a great
challenge. A comprehensive picture of an open driven plasmonic
system should incorporate carrier transport, inelastic electron–elec-
tron and electron–phonon interaction, elastic disorder and surface
scattering, and interactions of electronic and plasmonic excitations.
Furthermore, potential applications of the observed upconversion
light emission, such as deep subwavelength photon sources or
on-chip wireless communication, are currently limited by this
process’ poor energy conversion efficiency (significantly lower than
that reported for below-threshold light emission16,18). Therefore, it is
necessary to develop approaches to optimize the plasmonic properties
of tunnel junctions as well as the hot-carrier generation and relaxa-
tion processes.5 In addition, modulating the tunnel junctions via a
tunable vacuum gap in a scanning probe configuration or applying
self-assembled molecules to modify the plasmonic resonances and
electronic properties59,63–66 may also lead to potential applications in
active plasmonic photochemistry.19,42
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